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INTRODUCTION 

Every business suffers from excessive regulations, unpredictable changes in legislation, various kinds of the 

political rent, extorting practices like "big business social responsibility" and more. The industries with 

long-term return-of-investment (ROI) are most vulnerable to political and legal risks. For the nuclear 

industry, long-lasted public perception of radiation as an imminent threat caused the present over-regulation 

look natural. Therefore ROI is above two decades, essentially precluding private entrepreneurship activity. 

While durable solution includes changing public perception and updating regulation, both are "facts on the 

ground" and "habits are hard to break."  

Political alliances, appeal to public opinion and lobbying are legitimate methods for promoting industry's 

interests in a democratic state. However in case of the nuclear industry, bureaucratic and political interests 

seem too strong to be overpowered by regular lobbying activities.  

Durable solutions we are searching for should not only eliminate the present legal and political obstacles, 

but also prevent them in near- to middle-term future. Such solutions would mitigate risks and remove 

barriers in number of industries, including nuclear industry as well. Particularly, "not in my backyard" 

(NIMBY) attitude to nuclear installations is often viewed as a formidable problem. However, this problem 

has pretty old and reliable solution via compensation for real estate devaluation, if such takes place.
(1)

 Such 

solution may preclude some projects, but makes others predictable and reliable (e.g. in sparsely populated or 

relatively poor areas).  

 

RESULTS 

In Israel, historical dynamics of the indices of Economic Freedom in the World (Fig. 1, top) and of 

Regulation (Fig. 1, bottom) do not provide evidence for a clear trend during the last decade. So in the sense 

of de-regulation, the difference between the two mainstream political forces (left-center and right-center) is 

not clearly pronounced (for additional statistical evidences see the paper of  Yanovskiy et al.
(2)

). In search of 

potential future supporters of the nuclear energy agenda, it is informative to review the international 

experience. 

Eastern and Central European countries' transition to democracy and market economy yielded a number 

remarkable cases in support of Sharansky theory of identity.
(3)

 Namely, these cases (Estonia, Slovenia, 

Poland etc) prove that appealing to national agenda is capable to promote and defend de-regulating pro-

market economic reforms.  

There are two main types of reasoning for pro-market choice of conservative hardliners. The first one was 

targeted by e.g. Ayn Rand
(4)

: it is conservatives' "religious" belief in the legitimacy of private property and 

business success. The second type of reasoning, developed by Zeev Jabotinsky, is purely pragmatic
.(5)

 

Namely, as economic success of private entrepreneurship proved to be solution for national problems (like 

absorption of Jews in the Land of Israel), business success should be welcomed. 

Most parties in the post-socialist space, aiming at empowering their national states, turned to be strongly 

pro-market.
(6)(7)

 There are also opposite cases (easily detectable in ex-imperial nations like Russia or Serbia) 

when relatively small anti-market nationalist groups are successful. Anti-market nationalists are usually very 

concerned about weakening "bad" nations, instead of empowering their own.  

 



 
Figure 1. Economic Freedom in the World indices for Israel; Source: 

http://www.freetheworld.com/reports.html  

 

In addition to the mentioned above positive examples of de-regulating in post-socialist states, one can use 

the examples of economic de-regulation in the USA and UK initiated and performed by R. Reagan and M. 

Thatcher, correspondingly. Both leaders should be definitely classified as hard-line right-wingers rather than 

mainstream conservatives. Both relied heavily on religious argumentation in their policy – stressing that the 

divine will comprises the moral grounds for de-regulated market economy (and just as a consequence of this 

will, the common sense supports the same values being just a projection of the divine will on human 

thought). De-regulation is exactly what the nuclear industry needs so urgently, so national and religious 

parties and groups are potentially the most reliable allies.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

National and religious parties and groups, interested in national agenda promotion through economic 

success, are potentially the most reliable allies of nuclear and other national infrastructure industries. 

Therefore, the most prospective public-relations policy is to stress the immediate nation's interests. 

Respectable experts' direct appeal to the public with the message of Israel's energy independence – and its 

importance for defense and security, strong economy and independent policy – could turn to be fruitful to 

open the window of opportunities. 
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